
  

  

 
 

Have you ever wanted to plant a pumpkin? – Plant at home – June/ July 2020 
 

Broughton Primary School’s Growing and Cooking Project would like to encourage families, 
who can plant at home, (and wish to do so), to please plant something, at any time you can, 
in June or July 2020.  This replaces some planting activities, in which your child would have 
been involved, in the School.  Have you ever wanted to plant a pumpkin?: 
 

You will need: 1) Pumpkin seeds; 2) 8 small seedling pots (from recycled materials?) and 
compost; 3) Later on you will need a large container (45 cm wide and at least 40 litres 
capacity) or a piece of prepared ground. 
 

Pumpkins 
• Pumpkins are easy to grow.  They produce flowers and fruit quickly. 
 

Getting the seeds 
• If you buy a packet of pumpkin seeds you will probably get 8 seeds inside.  One packet 

should be enough, unless you have room for many plants. 
• You can sow seeds saved from a bought pumpkin.  Keep some seeds, wash, dry for one 

week and save them in paper, until April to July. 
 

When to plant 
• Pumpkins take about 120 days to grow.  Try sowing in early July, for Halloween.  Some 

pumpkin types grow more quickly – does your seed packet give any information? 
• Pumpkins need heat to grow, so if sowing outside this should be after 10th May in 

Edinburgh.  Start to grow inside in April in small pots on a windowsill and move the plants 
outside in May.   

 

How to plant the seeds 
• Before planting pumpkin seeds, you can soak them in warm water overnight to help 

them soften.  This is not essential, but can lead to more seeds germinating. 
• Start off with small seed pots and compost.  Starting off with seeds in pots makes you 

confident about what the seedling looks like and where it is.  They will sprout in 1 week. 
• Important – lay the seed on its narrow edge to plant it, so that the water can run off the 

seed.  If you plant it flat, then water can sit on top.  Pumpkin seeds can rot, if too wet. 
• Cover the seed with 1cm of soil. 



 

How to plant out and grow pumpkins 
• Pumpkins need rich soil.  Pick sunny places to put them.  Ideally, they like about 6 hours 

of sun a day.  Water thoroughly and not too often.  Pumpkin plants' roots can be long.  
It's important that the water reaches them. 

• You can grow a pumpkin in a 40-litre bucket (with holes for drainage).  You need a 
container 45cm wide or more and only one plant per container. 

• If you are planting pumpkin seedlings into a patch of ground, then clear and prepare the 
soil first.  Make larger-than-needed planting holes, using compost and water.  Transplant 
the seedling into the hole.  Try to organise a small mound to plant them on, so that extra 
water will drain away.  Pumpkins need a lot of space per plant, in all directions (about 1 
or 2 metres). 

• Water direct to the roots or the soil, not the leaves.  Pumpkin plants may rot, if the 
wrong part of the plant is watered.  Water in the morning, then wet leaves can dry. 

• Pumpkins have separate male and female flowers on the same plant.  The female has a 
bulb right underneath the flower. The males are thin and straight.  Pollen must be moved 
from the male flower to the female.  If you see bees near your pumpkin flowers, then 
don’t worry too much.  If you see no bees however, perhaps read about how to move 
pollen, using a paintbrush.  

• A single pumpkin plant can produce 2 to 5 pumpkins.  If you are confident about this step 
and if you want larger fruits, then you can cut off the growing tip, once you have 2 or 3 
fruits.  Then the plant will focus on the fruit, which it already has.  Once you have your 
fruit, prune away other extra new growth, to keep strength in the main fruits. 

• When fruit appear, you can feed the plant with liquid tomato feed. 
• Remember that the individual fruits are heavy and plan for this, in your growing plans. 
• Support the fruit of pumpkins off the soil, with a flat smooth barrier, like an old plate 

upside down. 
 

How to harvest 
• When pumpkins are ready, they are orange with a hard shell.  Their stems are starting to 

wither.  If you harvest pumpkins too early, (while still soft), they will only keep for a few 
days.  Once the shell is hard, then the pumpkin can grow a little bigger, but if left too long 
before harvesting, it will go rotten. 

• Stop watering entirely about a week before you plan to harvest the pumpkins. 
• To pick the pumpkin fruit, remove it carefully from the branch using shears or a sharp 

knife. Don’t break the stem.  This can rot it.  Give the fruit a long remaining stem (about 
10 centimetres).  This will make it last longer.  It can be stored in a dry, cool, dark place.  
Pumpkins can keep for many months. 

 
 

Have you liked reading this? 
If you liked reading this information, then more similar information will be appearing in the 
posts on Broughton Primary School’s Parent Council Facebook site during June and July 
2020.  The site is a private site for parents with children in Broughton Primary School and it 
can be found here: 
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/150941141661465/ 
 

Please join if you are not yet a member! 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/150941141661465/

